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My three favorite comic playwrights are Oscar Wilde, Joe Orton and Martin McDonagh. All three revel in language, wit and taunting those in power. The latter two owe a great debt to Wilde, as they would freely admit, and while their work approaches his in style and hilarity, there may never be a play more absolutely delicious than the one you are going to see tonight.

What does Wilde satirize? Victorian society, in the person of Lady Bracknell, who makes a great deal of noise about family position but is willing to compromise if the price is right; Victorian morality, personified by the judgmental Miss Prism, who has a secret to hide; and even Victorian (melo)drama itself, which Wilde had written successfully but now made fun of with its secret identities and shocking third act revelations. He also makes fun of religion, the Victorian ideal of the fragile female and heroic male and – well, he makes fun of everyone, with fun as the operative word.

When I started researching the Victorian period in preparation for directing this play, I was struck by the fact that the tiny 1% of the population that lived in fashionable townhouses and on beautiful country estates were supported by the other 99% - including children - that labored in factories and led a very different life. While I could see some contemporary parallels, I didn’t really want to lay a heavy social message on a play this frothy. Instead, I used the Industrial Revolution that began in England in the 19th century as a visual context for the world of the play: beautiful settings placed on an industrial base. Gregory Kaye, our new scenic designer, came up with a period engraving of a train station and a series of arched units complete with rivets that frame our three locations. Since London has always been famous for her massive train stations, and since one of those stations plays a specific role in the play itself, the choice seemed a good one. I added the idea that the Victorians travelled a lot and were fascinated by foreign architecture and design, which they often brought home in the form of souvenirs. Greg added that color to his design and came up with the beautiful set you see in front of you.

Greg and I are the only two faculty members involved in this production. EARNEST is UWSP’s American College Theatre Festival entry and all the other actors, designers, and stage managers are students. Together they have created gorgeous costumes, wonderful lights, funny sounds, a lot of beautifully detailed period props and some hilarious performances. They have all worked very hard on this production and I am proud of all of them.

I hope you have a good time tonight. I know I will.
Oscar Wilde  1854-1900
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Prologue
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